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ERPs separated earlier for search after ellipses than after animals. Category conjunction pro
duced ?tW$) longer reaction times than the corresponding 'one-c,lIegory' condition, Accordingly.
we observed later target-distractor :separation in the ERP for conjunction of ellipses with colour.
Surprisingly. this was not the case for the corresponding condition with animals: based on
electrophysiological findings we conjecture that subjects here tended to first categorize animals
and then judge their colour. Our results indicate that category conjunctions delay ultra-rapid
categorization.

• 1-10"'" strong is a ear's brand rrom a ,·is.jlltl pt'rspeclh~! SC'arching ror an objccth'e measure
C C Carbon (Faculty of Psychology. Uni\'t~rsity of Vienna. Austria: also Facuhy or Industrial
Design. TU Delft. The Netherlands: e-mail: ccc@experimental-psychology.com)

Brands are one of the most valuable assets a company has. SuttC'Ssful branding means fast
and accurate recognisability or the brand identity. Brand strength. ho~"C\'Cr. is hard to meaSure.
$c\'Cral atlempts to measure the recognisability of a brand already exist. mainly based on ques
tionnaires and subjecth'e measures. Here. I present an objective measure of visual brand strength
based on similarity ratings of blended images of different products representing different brands.
Via morphing technique. competing brands are blended in steps of 5"/.......hich participants have
to nile by similarity. The slronger the visual recognisability of a brand ie the visual bnmd
strength. the longer it resists o\'Crlaid information from competing br.mds. The BaSI was tested
within a simultaneous matching and a recognition task for measuring direct visual and memo!')'
based br.lIld strength demonstrating once again that researeh on basic research in psychophysics
can stimulate applied research and consequently Cdn create concrete applications in rOfm of an
objective visu:tl bmnd strength indicator.

• Recognising Ihe aClions or others is as faSI as recognising objects
S de la Rosa. A Chatziastros (Departmcnt of Psychophysics. Ma:< Planck Institutc for
Biologial Cybernetics. Tilbingen. Germany: e-mail: delarosa0kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de)

Visual recognition of object. faces. and animals is done with case and spt."Cd (eg Thorpe et al. 1996
Natllrt' 381 520-522). Similarly important for human life is the visual recognition of social
inteTltctiolls (the physical imeraction of an individual with others). Little is known about social
interaction recognition lind how it comP;:lTes to visual object recognition. One prediction is thllt
social interaction recognition, unlike object recognition. requires the recognition of how objects!
humans are related to each other (eg, is the "rill rCllched out for hilling or hand shaking?) in
addition to the recognition of individual objects/humans. Hence. the visual recognition of social
inteTilctions might take longer. Here we compared the time course of visual object and social inter
:lclian recognilion. We measured the presentation time thresholds 10 recognise static images
depicting objects or social interactions with 80'% certainty. We found the same presentation
time thresholds for object and social interaction recognition. We conclude that social interaction
recognition is as f"st ;IS object recognition.
[Supported by EU-Project Joint Action Science and Technology (IST.FP6-003747).]

• AUrlietiwness or faces of different age
E Nikitimt (Institute of Psychology, Russi;ill Academy of Sciences. Moscow. Russia:
e·muil: e.nikitina€psychol.rds.ru)

The colour photos of newborns. 7-year-old children. and 20-ye"r-old students were used as
stimuli. The observers were asked 10 categorize sex and estimme atlmctiveness le\ocl of cilch face.
The experiment showed the high concurrence of observers' judgments of aUrdctiveness of stimuli
faces. Unlike the e:<periments with adult faces. no correlations "'".IS found between allractiveness
and 1e\'e1 of sex e:<pression in faces. Girls' faces were estimated as more atlracti\'e than boys'
faces in all ages. The images of girls (and newborn and 7.)'Car-old) with probability of sex. categor
ization at about 6()0/_ were called the most allracti\'e.

• The (un)usdulness or interacth-e exploration in building 3-0 menllli representations
F Meijer. E L van den Brock-] (Department of Cognitive Psychology and Ergonomics
,- CTIT). Uni\'Crsity of Twente. 1lle Netherlands: e·mail: f.mcijerq.utwente.nl)

The generation of mental represcmations from visual images is crucial in 3-D object recognition.
In two experiments. thirty-six panicipams ~'Cre divided into a low. middle. and high visuospatial
ability (VSA) group. which was determined by Vandenberg and Kusc's MRT-A test (1978 Pf'1Tf'pfio/l
alUl MaIOI' Skiffs 47 599-6(1). In the experiments. the innueocc of four types of e:~plordtion

(none. passi\'C 2-D. passive 3-D. and interactive 3-D) on building 3-D mental representations was
im'cstigatcd. Rrst, 24 simple and 24 complex objects (consisting of respecti\'ely 3 and 5 geons
(Biederman. 1987 Psychological Rel·ie.... 94 115-147) were explored and. subsequently. tested
through a mental rolation tesl. Results re\'ealcd that participants with a low VSA benefit from
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intemctivc c:xploration or objects opposed to passive c:xplor,uion. TIlis rclines James el ars find
ings (2001 CUllu(liul1 Jourl/ol of £\peri/l/t>/llul PsrdlO/ogy 55 111 - 120). who reported a general
increased performance with interactive as compared 10 p.:Issh-e exploration. Our results underline
thai indh'idual differences are of key importance .....hen investigating human's visliospalial system
or visualisation techniques.
[Supported by Innovation Oriented Research Program Integrated Product Creation and Realization
(IOP.I PeR).]

• Earl}' ,-istlal areas anlicipalc k.ad and location: the fusiform g)"ri differentiate Cask demands
Ind grapheme stalus
G Plomp. C van Leeuwen", A A Joannides§ (Laboratory of Ps)'chophysics. Brain Mind
Institute. EPFL Lausanne.. Switzerland: .' Labomtory for Perceptual Dynamics (§ Laboratory
for Human Brain Dynamics). Brain Science Institute. RIKEN. Wako-shi. Japan:
e-mail: gijs.plomp@.epfl.ch)

Functional specialization and flexibility to changing task demands are key characteristics of
visual processing. Using magneto-enccphalography (MEG) we studied pre-stimulus and emked
activilY .....hile subjects classified Ieuen and pseudo-leiters into prearr.lOged response C""dtegories.
Each response category consisted of a leHer and a pseudo-letter. but in one lask variation.
classification was according to global stimulus shape (shape lask) whereas in the other fine shape
distinctions were relevant (idenlity lask). The identity task increased pre-stimulus bilateral VI
activity and evoked larger responses in Ihe right fusiform gyrus (FG) between 150 and 350 ms
aner stimulus onset. Implicit grapheme selectivity yrJS restricted to the len FG. between 300
and 400 ms aner stimulus onset. The results demonstf',lte thaI early visual areas can organize
their activity according to expected task demands and predicted stimulus loc.llion. Furthermore.
the resulls differentiate the dynamics of functional spttiuli7.ution for graphemes in the len FG
from lhe evoked effects of task-dependent fine shape processing in the right FG.

• A dynamic f.ace-inn-rsion erre-:t
r M Thornton. E Mullins. K B;lIIah,ln (Depurtmcnl of I~sychology. School of Hum'lII
Sciences. Swunsea Univcrsity. UK: e-mail: i.m.thornton€, swanse'l.llc.uk)

The face-inversion effect (FIE) refers 10 inefCused response times or error rales for fllces th,ll
arc presented upside-down relative to those seen in a cllnonical. upright orien(;Ltion. Here we
reporl thaI this FIE can be greatly amplified when observers arc shown dynllmic. rather than
sIalic faces. In two experiments observers were asked 10 assign gender 10 a random sequence of
un-degr<ldcd. static or moving faces. Each facc was seen both upright Hnd inverted. For static
images, this task led to lillie or no efTeet of inversion. For moving filces. the cost of inversion
was H response time increase of approxim,ltcly 100 ms. Imporlantly. this slowing occurred in the
presence of form cues. cues that when shown statically. led to much faster responses. In control
experiments. a difTerence between stlltic lind dynumic inversion was not observed for whole-body
stimuli or for human-animal decisions. These I;lIter finding suggests that the processing of upside
down movies is not alwi.lys more difficult for the visual syslem tlmn lhe processing of upside-down
static imagcs,

• A eOmpulalion.a1 model for Sh3pe dassilieation
J D Wilder. J Feldman. E Briscoe. M Singh (Cognitivc Psychology, Rutgers University
New Brllnswick/Piscatuway. USA: e-muil: jdwilder@ruccs.rmgcrs.c<1l1)

We created a computational model for the representmion of 2·D shapes. allowing shapes to be
c1ussified inlo bro..1d natural categories. such as 'animal' or ·Ieaf. Many shape modcls make
implicit ussumplions about the shapes in the environment lhul are not based on real-world
measurements. To better connect shape theory to real-world shapes. we collected shupe statistics
from dalabases of leaf and animal shapes. An e;>;tension of the probabilistic shape fmmework
of Feldman and Singh (2006 Proceedillgs of Ihe Nmiollu! 14('(1(/1-11I)' of SriefUYS of Ihe USA 103
18014-18019) was used 10 conslfuct probabilislic ·prototypes· corresponding to nalural shape
categories. These prototypes were then used for classification via the identification of the proto
type most likely to have gener.l.ted a given shape. The classification process depends on the top
ology of a shupe's skeletal SIfUClure as well as the skeleton's metric properties. both of which
arc modeled probabilistically. The model effectively classifies no\~1 shapes. and its performance
also corresponds closely to data collected from human observers. The model enhances our under
stunding of the computational processes underlying naturJI shape classification by the human
visual system.
[Supported by DGE 0549115 IGERT: Interdisciplinary Training in Perceptual Science.)


